
Tuesday 02/14/2023
Week 2

Visual Arts
Jim Dine Heart Prints
Arts Standards & Common Core Connections

VA:Cr2 Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
VA:Cr2.1.4a Explore and invent art-making techniques and approaches.

Students will...
• Observe artwork by American Pop artist Jim Dine
• Explore Styrofoam printing blocks to create a relief print
• Return materials as instructed
I CAN explain what symbols in artwork mean
I CAN explore and invent art making techniques
Vocabulary
Relief Printmaking: Printing block, plate, or matrix that has had ink applied to its surface, but not to any recessed areas
is brought into contact with paper
Observe: Noticing different elements by looking at artwork
Repetition: Repeating a single element many times in design
Essential Question
What is an image?
Where and how do we encounter images in our world?
How do artists learn from trial and error?
How do artists work?
Lesson / Instruction / Narrative
Introduction:
"Hello amazing artists!"
"Hello amazing art teacher!"

Begin by having two students hand out sketchbooks/nametags if they have not done so already. Tell the students to get
"sketchbook ready." This means students have their sketchbooks open to the next blank page and have a pencil ready.
Tell the students the sketch prompt of the day: "sketch what is in your heart" Encourage students to sketch it, not just
make a list. students are to sketch the entire time at a level 1 (whisper).

While students are sketching, have four students volunteer to hand out supplies; one piece of styrofoam per student, one
piece of tracing paper, on piece of watercolor paper, one red pencil, and one pack of watercolor markers. Set up
document camera to display google slide printouts. After handing out all supplies, tell students to close their sketchbooks
and set them to the side. Have different students volunteer to read each student objective for the day in order to know
what they will need to accomplish by the end of art class. Flip to "vocabulary" slide and explain each vocabulary word and
how it will contribute to today's lesson. Switch to slide about Jim Dine with his artwork displayed and ask students what
they notice from observing the artwork. Mention that he is known for painting everyday objects, including hearts. The
hearts are colorful, just like how we are going to make them today. Explain that our artwork today is going to be inspired
by the hearts Jim Dine painted. Switch to slide with heart examples.

"Today we are going to be making relief prints. That means we are going to carve shapes into the styrofoam printing
plate, add color, and then print them (stamp them) on a piece of paper using a baby wipe to prepare the paper to receive
color. Notice that the lines you add will be white on the final print, and everywhere else will have color. This art project is
going to require a lot of concentration and focus which means we need to pay close attention to the steps and listen to
instructions carefully."

Flip to the steps page and go over every step, mentioning we will go over each step together to make sure no one gets
lost. The first step is to draw a design on the tracing paper, making sure to add shapes and patterns to fill up as much of
the space as possible. Remind students that we are only drawing lines and patterns, not coloring in large areas. Students
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are also not to add letters or numbers, as they will need to be backwards (unless they can write backwards). Next,
students will tape their tracing paper onto the styrofoam printing plate with the design facing outward. The students will
use the red pencil to trace their lines. Remind students to press firmly with their pencil in order to make the indentations
on the foam deep enough. To check if it is deep enough, they can run their fingers over their pencil marks, and if they can
feel where they've drawn, they are doing it correctly. Then students will remove the paper and tape from the foam when
they have traced every single line. The tracing paper may be torn, but it is okay because we will not be using it anymore.
The students will color the entire area of the foam leaving very little white areas. The students may use multiple colors,
but the more color used the better. After the foam is completely colored in, students will receive one wipe to wet their
papers. After wetting their papers, the students will press the styrofoam color side down onto the paper and rub along the
back to make sure all color is transferred. Students will then remove the styrofoam and discard it leaving them with a
finished print. As students are working, circulate the room to address any common misconceptions and help anyone who
is struggling. Students may help peers if necessary.

After students finish their artwork (or there are 10 minutes remaining of class), ask students to share their art work with
their peers and compare and contrast aspects of their art.

Self-Assessment/ Reflection:
What did you incorporate from Jim Dine's artwork as inspiration in your own artwork?
Would you change any of the techniques you used to print? What techniques would you change?

CLEAN UP PROCEDURES:
After the print is complete, students will place all 8 markers back in their boxes. One student will pick up marker boxes
while another student picks up the red pencils. All trash goes in the trash can including leftover styrofoam plates, tracing
paper, and tape.

Closing:
"See you later, alligator"
"After a while, crocodile"
Formative Assessments

Direct Observation
Purposeful observation of an art performance task which can be documented by note taking, digital media, or checklists.
Kinesthetic Signals
Movement to signal understanding. Hand signals such a Thumbs-Up, Thumbs-Down; Point and Identify
Oral Discussions
Students participating in conversations, Think-Pair Share, or conferences in groups or one to one with a peer or teacher.

Instructional Strategies
s Check for Understanding
s Expectations
s Monitor Progress

Materials / Resources / Technology
◦ styrofoam printing plates
◦ watercolor paper
◦ tracing paper
◦ red pencils
◦ washable markers
◦ baby wipes
◦ tape
◦ google slides printouts
◦ document camera

Differentiation / Modifications
Adapt for student ability
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